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Abstract Intermittent rivers and ephemeral streams (IRES) account for over 50% of the world's river
network and are expected to increase with climate change and the increasing pressure on water resources.
One signiﬁcant challenge to better manage IRES is unraveling the threshold behavior of streamﬂow
generation, by understanding what controls the triggers of streamﬂow. This study aimed to understand the
inﬂuence of groundwater depth, soil hydraulic properties, and rainfall on streamﬂow generation in IRES,
through analyzing the spatiotemporal development of active areas (where ﬂow generation processes are
occurring) and determining the dominant ﬂow generation mechanisms. In a concept‐development
approach, we used fully Integrated Surface‐Subsurface Hydrological Models to investigate streamﬂow
generation for a range of characteristics representative of IRES in low‐gradient catchments with
Mediterranean climates. The results showed that soil type exerts the greatest overall inﬂuence on streamﬂow
generation and is the main factor determining the spatiotemporal development of active areas by a given
ﬂow generation mechanism and threshold contributing processes. The identiﬁed dominant mechanism for
each soil demonstrated the effect of the initial groundwater head and rainfall scenarios on the timing and
processes that trigger streamﬂow onset. These results reafﬁrm the importance of unsaturated storage
dynamics to explain thresholds and pathways of ﬂow and suggest that knowledge of the development of
active areas and prediction of the dominant ﬂow generation mechanisms is critical to understand
streamﬂow generation in IRES. Future research should identify the inﬂuence of catchment morphology,
geologic constraints, and aquifer heterogeneity and anisotropy on streamﬂow generation in IRES.
Plain Language Summary “Temporary rivers” is a broad term used to classify waterways that
are dry for some part of the year. They contribute roughly 50% of all the world's available river water, are
important for groundwater replenishment, and maintain key environmental services. To manage them, we
need to understand how they transition from a dry to a ﬂowing state. In this study, we use computer models
to explore how rainfall, soil properties, and the depth to groundwater affect the processes that trigger
when this transition occurs. We tested over 1,600 scenarios to explore the effect of different factors on when,
where, and why these rivers will ﬂow. Results showed that soil type was the main control determining when
and where ﬂow is generated and is the governing factor dictating the different ways water gets to the
river. For this, we identiﬁed distinct pathways that water takes to get to the river for each of the tested soils.
Understanding the different pathways in which water moves through the catchment can help manage
vulnerability of temporary rivers to the impacts of land use changes, soil erosion, and prolonged droughts.
Future studies should investigate the effects of catchment morphology and heterogeneity on streamﬂow
generation in IRES.
1. Introduction
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Intermittent rivers and ephemeral streams (IRES) are one of the most widespread and dynamic water
systems. They are present in all continents and climates and account for over 50% of the world's river
network and global discharge (Acuña et al., 2014; Costigan et al., 2016; McDonough et al., 2011;
Sheldon et al., 2010). While they are the predominant feature in arid‐semiarid and Mediterranean
regions, they are found across all terrestrial biomes and throughout the river system. Due to their extensive distribution and diversity from alpine zones to tropical areas, and from large ﬁrst order rivers in
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wide alluvial corridors to small headwaters in steep mountainous catchments (Costigan et al., 2016;
Larned et al., 2010; Skoulikidis et al., 2017; Steward et al., 2012), IRES have a wide range of catchment
characteristics and hydrological regimes. For instance, temporary systems in Australia were classiﬁed
into eight distinctive ﬂow regimes for varying degrees of ﬂow permanence, seasonality, ﬂood characteristics, and ﬂow variability and predictability (Kennard et al., 2010). For the context of this paper, and
aligned with current research networks in IRES around the world (Costigan et al., 2017; Datry et al.,
2016), we deﬁne IRES as ﬂowing watercourses in which ﬂow cessation occurs and which remain dry
at some point in time and space along their courses.
The variability of their ﬂow regimes, ﬂashy and erosive ﬂows, and their unpredictable ﬂood timing have
restricted IRES research (Constantz et al., 2001; Levick et al., 2008). While there are some studies related
to streamﬂow generation for IRES, there has been little focus on understanding the hydrological processes
that determine the threshold for ﬂow generation. Most studies have focused instead on understanding the
dynamics and patterns of expansion and contraction of the drainage network (Godsey & Kirchner, 2014;
Goulsbra et al., 2014; Peirce & Lindsay, 2015; Prancevic & Kirchner, 2019; Ward et al., 2018), the effects of
ﬂow permanence (Fritz et al., 2008; Fritz et al., 2013), and in advancing techniques and new methodologies
to capture and monitor streamﬂow (Blasch et al., 2002, 2004; Constantz et al., 2001; Goulsbra et al., 2009).
The few process‐based studies on streamﬂow generation for IRES have mainly been conducted in small
headwater catchments, often in temperate or humid climates (Zimmer & McGlynn, 2017; Zimmermann
et al., 2014). In such systems, streamﬂow generation processes are primarily driven by soil moisture content
and catchment topography (Penna et al., 2011). However, in semiarid, low‐gradient catchments in
Mediterranean climates, such as those commonly found in Australia, California, and Africa, the questions
of when, where, and why do IRES start to ﬂow remain unanswered.
Traditionally, streamﬂow generation has been investigated through hillslope studies on perennial systems.
Although the hydrological principles that underpin these studies apply to IRES, the assumptions and scope
under which such studies were developed raise important questions and leave key knowledge gaps to understand IRES. One important limitation is that traditional hillslope studies only offer localized insight. Even
for perennial systems, it is well recognized that the localized approach of hillslope studies does not provide
a comprehensive understanding of the hydrological response at the catchment scale (Frisbee et al., 2011).
For instance, Ambroise (2004) argues that the common concept of variable source area, which was largely
used to explain streamﬂow generation in small catchments in humid climates, does not capture the spatiotemporal variabilities that control catchment dynamics.
A second issue with traditional hillslope studies is that the typical conceptualization of hillslope hydrology
assumes rainfall always results in surface or subsurface runoff (“rainfall‐runoff” approach) or replenishes
storage, generally with the inherent assumption of a baseﬂow component and therefore a permanently saturated area contributing to streamﬂow. Under this approach, the generation of “some” runoff‐streamﬂow in
response to rainfall is virtually guaranteed. Hence, the river hydrograph is evaluated in terms of volumetric
ﬂows or peak‐recession dynamics (Freeze, 1974; Hallema et al., 2016; Mosley, 1979; Pearce, 1990). This is
problematic for IRES, which typically have dry initial conditions. Moreover, they are often disconnected
from groundwater (GW), which buffers the streamﬂow response to precipitation. Although streamﬂow in
IRES can be generated in response to single extreme precipitation events, in many catchments, ﬂow is
mostly linked to a series of precipitation events overtime; as water moves though the system, certain
thresholds must be reached before streamﬂow is generated (Figure 1). Moreover, without the baseﬂow
component and/or a saturated contributing area, streamﬂow is often generated discontinuously along a
segmented drainage network. The complexity of the development, expansion, contraction, and fragmentation of the partially saturated areas and the drainage network results in intricate spatiotemporal variability
of hydrological processes (e.g., Partington et al., 2013). These complex dynamics raise key questions
regarding the development of areas where ﬂow generation processes are occurring and how they inﬂuence
the integrated catchment response leading to streamﬂow generation in IRES. For the context of this paper,
these areas where ﬂow is generated at a given time by a given ﬂow generation mechanism are deﬁned as
“active areas”; a variation on this term as ﬁrst used by Ambroise (2004). Deﬁning the development of these
active areas and the mechanisms that trigger the onset of streamﬂow is one of the most important challenges
to better understand the hydrology of IRES (Bond & Cottingham, 2008; Costigan et al., 2016; McDonough
et al., 2011).
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Figure 1. Conceptual diagram showing the transition from a dry (a) to a ﬂowing stream (b). The main processes
contributing to the initiation of streamﬂow typical of intermittent rivers and ephemeral streams are shown, although
additional processes occur within the hydrologic cycle. Flow generation mechanisms include inﬁltration excess overland
ﬂow (IE‐OF), saturation excess overland ﬂow (SE‐OF), interﬂow generating from saturated and unsaturated soil proﬁles
(unsaturated interﬂow [Unsat‐IF]/saturated interﬂow [Sat‐IF]) and pre‐event groundwater (GW). All generation
mechanisms can occur directly on the stream and on the hillslope, but for clarity, they are only denoted once.

The data paucity of most IRES, as they are often part of ungauged basins, leads to insufﬁcient long‐term,
comprehensive data sets and contributes to the lack of understanding of the controls and processes leading
to streamﬂow generation in IRES (Constantz et al., 2001; Tzoraki & Nikolaidis, 2007). In the context of limited data availability, fully Integrated Surface‐Subsurface Hydrological Models (ISSHMs) (Sebben et al.,
2013) have been used in recent years for concept‐development studies (Loague et al., 2010; Mirus et al.,
2011) to advance the understanding of catchment processes (Loague et al., 2006; Mirus et al., 2011; Mirus
& Loague, 2013; Partington et al., 2013; VanderKwaak & Loague, 2001). The latest generation of ISSHMs
have surpassed the original “blueprint” proposed by Freeze and Harlan (1969) (Loague et al., 2010), demonstrating their ability to fully integrate the surface and subsurface ﬂow domains and produce physically consistent simulations (Fatichi et al., 2016; Kollet et al., 2017). The integration of surface‐subsurface processes is
particularly important for streamﬂow generation studies in IRES, where the feedbacks between the surface
and subsurface domains are requisite to understanding the underlying hydrological processes.
The fully integrated approach of ISSHMs, together with advancements in computational efﬁciency (Brunner
& Simmons, 2012; Trudel et al., 2014), led to widespread use of ISSHMs for studies simulating streamﬂow
generation over the last two decades. These studies were able to identify and differentiate dominant controls
of streamﬂow generation (VanderKwaak & Loague, 2001), the spatiotemporal variability of the hydrological
processes (Park et al., 2011), and the overall surface‐subsurface hydrodynamic processes (Sudicky et al.,
2008). Further studies have provided an insight on the effects of topography (Frei et al., 2010; Frei &
Fleckenstein, 2014; Ivanov et al., 2004; Weill et al., 2013); the spatial variability of saturated hydraulic conductivity (Maxwell, 2010; Maxwell & Kollet, 2008; Meyerhoff & Maxwell, 2011); fractured bedrock ﬂow contributions (Ebel et al., 2007, 2008); and rainfall characteristics (Mirus & Loague, 2013) on the controls of
streamﬂow generation.
Although ISSHMs have been used in IRES or under scenarios representative of these temporary systems
(with dry initial conditions and a disconnected GW domain), often the simulations are conceptualized as
a single event forced hydrologic response (rainfall‐runoff) with the main aim of testing the discharge
response at the outlet rather than to understand the processes and longer term hydrological responses critical for IRES (Di Giammarco et al., 1996; Kollet et al., 2017; Panday & Huyakorn, 2004). In other cases, the
focus is on trying to reproduce an integrated catchment response (Heppner et al., 2007; Mirus et al., 2009)
and to evaluate how this response varies under different scenarios (Carr et al., 2014; Heppner & Loague,
2008). Nevertheless, by far, the majority of hydrological modeling has been done on perennial streams, or
in the case of theoretical simulations, under the assumptions typical for perennial streams. This is evident
when considering that the bulk of streamﬂow generation studies, benchmark cases, and modeling research
is conceptualized as rainfall‐runoff simulations of partially saturated catchments (Aquanty, 2016; Jones et
al., 2006; Kollet et al., 2017; Sebben et al., 2013). Subsequently, ISSHMs model performance diagnosis is
GUTIÉRREZ‐JURADO ET AL.
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based on the catchment outﬂow hydrograph and water balance (Ala‐aho et al., 2017; Sebben et al., 2013),
both of which are evaluated in a similar fashion to those in traditional rainfall‐runoff modeling.
While valuable insight on streamﬂow generation has been gained from these previous process‐based and
modeling studies for perennial and nonperennial systems, their scope, approach, and limitations have not
addressed one of the fundamental components of IRES: understanding the transition from a dry to a ﬂowing
system. In a review on intermittent river research, Costigan et al. (2016) highlighted the need for future work
on understanding the threshold behavior of streamﬂow generation, with a focus on identifying the spatiotemporal variability of the hydrological processes occurring and contributing to this threshold.
To identify how active areas develop, streamﬂow thresholds are reached, and streamﬂow begins, it is paramount to track the water as it moves though the system. The Hydraulic Mixing‐Cell (HMC) method developed by Partington et al. (2011) offers this capability, allowing insight into the spatiotemporal variability of
the hydrological processes and identiﬁcation of the dominant mechanisms contributing to the threshold of
streamﬂow generation (this method is detailed below). Therefore, the goal of this study is to make a ﬁrst step
toward developing a quantitative understanding of the controls on the threshold behavior of streamﬂow
generation and the associated relationships of these thresholds to certain catchment characteristics and
climatic controls.
We follow a concept‐development approach implementing an ISSHM coupled with the HMC method to
investigate the controls that dictate the threshold behavior of streamﬂow generation for a range of catchment and climatic characteristics representative of the particular cases of IRES in low gradient catchments
with Mediterranean climates. The main objectives of this study are to provide insight into when, where, and
why these IRES start to ﬂow by determining the extent to which:
1. Initial depth to GW, soil hydraulic properties, and different precipitation rates and durations dictate
streamﬂow generation and time to ﬂow.
2. Dominant ﬂow generation mechanisms are clearly identiﬁable in IRES streamﬂow generation.
3. The development of the active areas and processes impacts the threshold of streamﬂow generation.

2. Methods
2.1. The Fully Integrated Modeling Platform and HMC Method
The selected model platform for simulating ﬂow in this study is the three‐dimensional (3D), fully integrated,
surface‐subsurface model HydroGeoSphere (HGS) (Aquanty, 2016). HGS uses the control‐volume ﬁnite element method, a mass conservative modeling approach, to couple surface/subsurface ﬂow and transport. The
numerical formulation for subsurface 3D saturated/unsaturated ﬂow is based on a modiﬁed Richards' equation, while surface water ﬂow is simulated though the depth‐integrated diffusion‐wave approximation of the
Saint‐Venant equations. Detailed information on HGS physical conceptualization, discretization, and
numerical implementation can be found in Aquanty Inc. (2016) and the review by Brunner and Simmons
(2012). Flow generation mechanisms are tracked with the HMC method, which is based on the modiﬁed
mixing‐cell method of Campana and Simpson (1984). Originally developed to extract the GW component
of streamﬂow at any point along the stream using standard hydrological output from ISSHMs (Partington
et al., 2011), it was later used to investigate baseﬂow dynamics (Li et al., 2013, 2014; Li et al., 2015;
Partington et al., 2012). In a later work, Partington et al. (2013) extended the HMC analysis to quantify ﬂow
generation processes by area (i.e., hillslope or in‐stream) and showed the need for distinction between active
and contributing processes to understand streamﬂow generation. Put basically, the HMC method tracks
water entering the model domain in a given area and through a given boundary condition. In doing so, it
is possible to attribute ﬂow at any position within the model to the source of water (i.e., boundary condition)
and the location from where it originates (i.e., hillslope, in‐stream, or the porous media).
In this study, the delineation for the hillslope and in‐stream fractions also includes the internal model state
of saturation. This allows differentiation of overland ﬂow by saturation/inﬁltration excess, interﬂow (IF) originated from inﬁltration on saturated/unsaturated areas, and pre‐event GW (old GW) (Table 1). Inﬁltration
excess overland ﬂow (IE‐OF), commonly known as Horton overland ﬂow (Horton, 1945), refers to ﬂow originating from rainfall exceeding the inﬁltration capacity of the soil and the rill storage capacity (depression
storage that must be ﬁlled before lateral surface ﬂow occurs). Saturation excess overland ﬂow (SE‐OF),
GUTIÉRREZ‐JURADO ET AL.
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Table 1
Flow Generation Mechanisms Delineated for the HMC Method
Flow generation mechanism

Fraction

Fraction origin

Saturation excess overland ﬂow
Inﬁltration excess overland ﬂow
Saturated interﬂow
Unsaturated interﬂow
Pre‐event GW

SE‐OF (Dunne)*
IE‐OF (Horton)
Sat‐IF
Unsat‐IF
Pre‐event GW (old GW)

In‐stream and hillslope
In‐stream and hillslope
In‐stream and hillslope
In‐stream and hillslope
Porous media

Note. HMC = Hydraulic Mixing‐Cell; IF = interﬂow; SE‐OF = saturation excess overland ﬂow; IE‐OF = inﬁltration
excess overland ﬂow; GW = groundwater.
*Common names used for the fractions are shown in parenthesis

referred as Dunne overland ﬂow (Dunne & Black, 1970), occurs when the soil becomes saturated limiting the
inﬁltration capacity of the soil and producing ﬂow once the rill storage is full. IF, also called subsurface
stormﬂow or lateral ﬂow, refers to inﬁltrated water that moves laterally through the saturated shallow
subsurface toward the stream (Sophocleous, 2002). Depending on where the inﬁltration occurred, the IF
fraction is subdivided into: saturated IF (Sat‐IF) and unsaturated IF (Unsat‐IF), for ﬂow originating over a
saturated or unsaturated soil proﬁle, respectively.
After each time step of the HGS ﬂow simulation, the prevailing ﬂow generation mechanism is identiﬁed at
each node. The HMC fraction f Nk;i of water derived from each ﬂow generation mechanism k at time N in cell i,
is then calculated as follows:
For k in [SE‐OF, IE‐OF, Sat‐IF, Unsat‐IF, Pre‐event GW]:
f Nk;i ¼ f N−1
k;i þ

1 
∑jε
V Ni

Inf low

f N−1
k;j V IN;j −∑jε

Outf low

N−1
f N−1
k;i V OUT;j ; þV FGM ; −V BC OUT f k;i



Where f Nk;i is the fraction for a particular ﬂow generation mechanism [‐]; V Ni is the total volume of water in
cell i at time N [L3/T]; f N−1
k;j is the fraction of the same ﬂow generation mechanism k present in the set of
neighboring cells j at time step N‐1; VIN,j is the volume of water that ﬂows into cell i from the set of neighbor
cells jϵ Inﬂow [L3/T]; VOUT,j is the volume of water that ﬂows out from cell i into the set of neighbor cells
jϵ Outﬂow [L3/T]; VFGM is the volume of water entering cell i that is from ﬂow generation mechanism k
[L3/T]; VBC OUT is the volume of water leaving cell i through all boundary conditions such as critical depth
outﬂow and evapotranspiration (ET) [L3/T].
2.2. Concept‐Development Simulations Setup
We used the ﬁeld‐scale experimental site used by Abdul (1985) as the conceptual study site for the simulations. The experimental site consists of a plot approximately 80 m by 16 m with a maximum depth of 4.5
m in the northeast corner. The stream channel is described in the original work as approximately 0.6 m wide
and located 1.2 m below the surrounding ﬂoodplain. With the understanding that river channels are a
dynamic feature (particularly in low‐gradient catchments), in this study, we extended the selection of river
nodes to average a 2 m width channel following a change in elevation of approximately 0.1 m from the lowest point in the channel. A full description of the original experimental site can be found in VanderKwaak
and Sudicky (2000). We used the Manning's roughness coefﬁcients (n) presented in the aforementioned
study, which were derived from Chow (1959), and values from the original experiments by Abdul (1985)
and Abdul and Gillham (1984) for values typical of a clean‐straight natural stream (0.03 s/m1/3) for the river,
and of short grass for the ﬂoodplain areas (0.3 s/m1/3). Rill storage height was set to 0.002 m for both the river
and ﬂoodplain zones and no obstruction height was implemented.
The surface topography is discretized with a triangular grid containing 1,372 nodes and 2,651 triangular elements (Aquanty, 2016). Horizontal discretization goes from 0.5 m along the riverine area to 2 m at the
domain boundary. A total of 15 layers were generated to provide a discretization of 0.1 m near the surface
and increasing to approximately 0.6 m at depth. Sets of nodes comprising a river cross section were selected
at four locations along the river channel and tagged as hydrograph nodes to track streamﬂow generation
(Figure 2).
GUTIÉRREZ‐JURADO ET AL.
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Figure 2. (a) Three‐dimensional representation of the Abdul catchment showing the mesh discretization, model boundary conditions, and hydrograph node locations. Two inserts from the outlet show the (b) initial saturation and (c) initial
depth to groundwater (GW) given by one of the 60 initial subsurface heads for the sandy soil.

The soil is homogeneous throughout the catchment and three soil types (sand, sandy gravel, and sandy loam)
were used to test the effect of soil properties in the threshold of streamﬂow generation. Soil physical and
hydraulic properties for each soil type were obtained from previous published work where extensive soil analysis was available and are shown in Table 2 (Aquanty, 2016; Mirus, Ebel, et al., 2011; Smith & Woolhiser,
1971; Thoma et al., 2014; VanderKwaak, 1999). Functional constitutive relashionships for pressure‐
saturation and saturation‐relative hydraulic conductivity (K) were deﬁned using the van Genuchten function
parameters (van Genuchten, 1980) in HGS. Outﬂow model boundary conditions for the surface domain were
set as a critical‐depth boundary condition at the catchment's outlet and as
a no‐ﬂow boundary condition for the rest of the domain.
Table 2
Surface‐Subsurface Parameters for Theoretical Models
Media
Surface
Overland

Stream

Surface‐subsurface
coupling

Parameter

Value
1/3

Manning's roughness n
Rill storage
Obstruction storage
Manning's roughness n
Rill storage
Obstruction storage
Coupling length

0.3 s/m
0.002 m
0.0 m
1/3
0.03 s/m
0.002 m
0.0 m
0.002 m

Hydraulic conductivity Ksat
Porosity
van Genuchten α
van Genuchten β
Residual saturation θr
Hydraulic conductivity Ksat
Porosity
van Genuchten α
van Genuchten β
Residual saturation θr
Hydraulic conductivity Ksat
Porosity
van Genuchten α
van Genuchten β
Residual saturation θr

1.00 E‐05 m/s
0.37
‐1
1.9 m
6
0.18
1.08 E‐03 m/s
0.41
‐1
16 m
1.79
0.045
2.00 E‐07 m/s
0.38
‐1
4.5 m
2
0.11

Subsurface
Sand

Sandy gravel

Sandy loam

GUTIÉRREZ‐JURADO ET AL.

To test the effect of depth to GW in streamﬂow generation, we used a series of 60 subsurface heads as the porous media initial boundary conditions. The heads were obtained by initiating a simulation with a fully
saturated subsurface domain and applying a ﬂuid transfer boundary condition to drain the model, saving the subsurface heads each time the depth
to GW at the outlet increased by 0.05 m. The antecedent soil moisture conditions were computed from the subsurface heads using the constitutive
relationships for the van Genuchten model. To mimic a natural system,
a ﬂuid transfer gradient was set at the outlet faces to allow GW to ﬂow
out of the domain (Figure 2). The gradient was given by setting the head
0.2 m lower than the initial GW head at a distance of 5 m from the
outlet faces.
We tested a total of nine precipitation rates within three duration blocks
to explore the effects of climatic controls (Table 3). Aiming to obtain realistic and representative precipitations, we used the annual exceedance
probability (AEP) records of six randomly selected sites in arid and semiarid regions where IRES dominate the landscape. We selected three sites
in arid regions of Australia (Stations 23876, 15643, and 13022,
Australian Government Bureau of Meteorology, 2018) and three from
the southwest United States (Stations 29‐3649, 02‐7751, and 26‐3671,
NOAA's National Weather Service, 2018). We chose 1, 6, and 24 h storm
durations to ensure a range of precipitation from short‐duration‐high‐
intensity to long‐duration‐low‐intensity. Within these durations, we
selected three precipitation intensities matching a common occurrence
(50% AEP), a rare (2% AEP), and an extreme precipitation intensity
9931
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(0.2% AEP). The ﬁnal values for each precipitation rate were calculated
through an arithmetic mean of the six sites.

Table 3
Catchment and Climatic Controls Used for Simulations
Controls

Parameter

Value

Catchment
Soil

Sand
Sandy gravel
Sandy loam

Depth to GW

See Table 2
See Table 2
See Table 2
0.05 m increments
from 0 to 2.95 m

Climatic
Precipitation

Duration
1 hr

6 hr

24 hr

a

Rate (mm/h) [AEP]
18.6 (50%)
49.8 (2%)
69.3 (0.2%)
4.7 (50%)
12.9 (2%)
16.3 (0.2%)
1.7 (50%)
4.5 (2%)
6.9 (0.2%)

10.1029/2019WR025041

b

Depth (mm)
18.6
49.8
69.3
28.2
77.4
97.8
40.8
108.0
165.6

GW = groundwater; AEP = annual exceedance probability.
For simplity precipitation rates are referenced in their rounded value
b
from herein. Total amount for each application (i.e., rate * duration).

a

The precipitation needed to be intermittent throughout the simulation to
allow the ﬂow generation processes to develop and progress overtime in a
more realistic way. To achieve this, each precipitation scenario (rate and
duration) was implemented at three separate occasions (Figure 3). The
applications were considered effective precipitation and were applied uniformly to the entire surface domain. With the premise of winter‐
dominated precipitation (typical for Mediterranean climates), we
assumed that ET would be negligible, and therefore, it was not included
in this study.
2.2.1. Simulation Implementation
The simulations were performed in HGS using the control‐volume ﬁnite‐
element mode and dual‐node approach for surface‐subsurface coupling
with a coupling length of 0.002 m across the entire domain. An adaptive
time step with a computed under‐relaxation factor scheme was used in
the simulations to aid the computational efforts. As the aim of this study
was to capture the highly time sensitive threshold of ﬂow generation,
adaptive time stepping was applied by an initial step size of 0.5 s, a maximum step multiplier factor of 2.0, and a maximum time step of 100 s.
2.2.2. Computational Demand
The combination of the three different soils, nine precipitation applications, and 60 initial depths to GW yielded a total of 1,620 unique simulation scenarios. To meet the computational requirements, we used the
high‐performance computing services of TANGO provided by eResearch
SA Ltd, distributing the 1,620 simulations over 50 cores. A set of speciﬁc
input ﬁles are required to run the preprocessor, which generates HGS‐
compatible ﬁles to perform each unique model simulation. We developed
scripts in Python to automate the generation of the input model ﬁles,
launch the execution of the simulations, and extract the simulated hydrograph output ﬁles. Computational time for model simulations ranged
from 0.5–13 h. All preprocessing and postprocessing scripts are provided
in the Supporting Information.

3. Data Analysis
3.1. Streamﬂow Generation Analysis

Figure 3. Precipitation scenarios for the extreme annual exceedance probability rainfalls and all storm durations (1, 6, and 24 h). Three rainfall
applications (precipitation rate * precipitation duration) were prescribed to
each simulation. The ﬁrst application occurred at time 0 and following
applications 24 h after the end of the previous application. The shaded area
depicts the simulation time for each scenario, from time 0 to 24 h after last
precipitation application.

GUTIÉRREZ‐JURADO ET AL.

For each simulation, we obtained a set of four hydrograph output ﬁles
with the values of the unique fractions from the HMC method at the locations speciﬁed in Figure 2. Python scripts were used to examine the 6,480
hydrograph ﬁles to determine if ﬂow was generated. If ﬂow was detected,
the time of the ﬁrst ﬂow occurrence (time to ﬂow) and the HMC components for that ﬁrst ﬂow were extracted. A minimum of 0.001 m3/s as total
ﬂow (i.e., summation of all HMC fractions) was used to determine the
time to ﬂow; values smaller than this threshold were considered numerical noise. A consolidated list of all the ﬁrst ﬂows information (HMC fractions) for each hydrograph node and their respective simulation
information (soil type, precipitation, and depth to GW) is a ﬁrst approach
to understand the effect of the different controls on initiation
of streamﬂow.
The spatiotemporal variability of streamﬂow generation at the threshold
of ﬂow was investigated by comparing the times to the ﬁrst ﬂow for the
four hydrograph node locations, the different depths to GW,
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precipitation applications, and soils. Additionally, we compared the variation in the times to ﬂow for all
these hydrograph locations for each soil and precipitation application. For all simulations where ﬂow was
generated at more than one hydrograph location, we calculated the time lag for the ﬁrst ﬂow occurrence
among the different locations.
3.2. Cluster Analysis of the Dominant Flow Generation Mechanism
Because the HMC method was developed to decompose the hydrograph into ﬂow generation components,
the output is given in terms of volumetric ﬂow for each fraction (generation mechanism) comprising the
total ﬂow. To determine the dominant mechanisms, we converted the HMC ﬂow components back into
their fractions by dividing their value over the total ﬂow (i.e., normalization). We performed a cluster analysis through the Scikit‐learn package in Python (Pedregosa et al., 2011) to analyze the relationship between
the different controls and the dominant mechanisms at the threshold of ﬂow. We chose the K‐means clustering algorithm, which uses the Euclidian distance measure (straight‐line distance between two points)
to partition the data into a number of speciﬁed clusters (k). The key concept for the K‐means algorithm is
the grouping of data (observations) into clusters of similar attributes by using the mean attribute values of
all training instances (variables) assigned to that cluster in order to minimize the sum of the squared errors
for each cluster (inertia). The aim of the cluster analysis is basically to group the ﬁrst ﬂow observations by
their dominant ﬂow generation mechanism (using the HMC fractions as the training instances) to identify
their relation to the different simulation controls (soil type, GW depth, and rainfall).
3.3. Analysis of the Development of Active Areas and Processes
Model output from the streamﬂow generation analysis was setup at 30‐min intervals to keep output data
manageable despite 1,620 model runs. A subset of models were rerun with ﬁner output times for overland
(two‐dimensional) and porous media (3D) information to evaluate the spatial and temporal development
of active areas in speciﬁc simulations where streamﬂow was generated. For each of the three soils, we
selected scenarios (the combination of soil, GW depth, and precipitation rate) where ﬂow was observed
for the deepest initial GW head for all soils within each precipitation duration group (1, 6, and 24 h). In
the reran models, output times were speciﬁed at 5‐min intervals for up to 1 h prior to the time to ﬂow at
the outlet, for the sand and sandy gravel soils. For the sandy loam scenarios, which resulted in the shortest
times to ﬂow, outputs times ranged from every 5 s to 5 min prior to the ﬁrst ﬂow.
The overland output ﬁles for these simulations were further processed to integrate a new column with the
determined dominant ﬂow generation mechanism for every active node from the surface domain at each
output time. A threshold of 0.001 m water depth was used to identify and ﬁlter the activated areas. This
allowed us to visualize and quantify the development and spatial extent of the dominant processes at and
leading to the threshold of ﬂow generation at the outlet location.
The porous media output was used to evaluate whether surface water‐GW interactions impacted the thresholds for the catchment's activation and subsequent streamﬂow generation.

4. Results
4.1. Streamﬂow Generation
Flow occurred for most simulations (623) at the catchment outlet (Figure 4), and the number of simulations
for which ﬂow occurred for the upstream locations decreased linearly with increasing distance from the outlet to the top of the catchment. The sandy loam scenarios resulted in more ﬂow events and the sandy gravel
the least. For the furthest upstream location, only the rare and extreme short‐duration‐high‐intensity precipitation events (50 and 69 mm/h for 1 h) produced ﬂow for the sand and sandy loam soils. The 2 mm/h for 1 h
precipitation did not generate ﬂow for any scenarios of the sandy and sandy loam, and ﬂow was simulated
only at the outlet location for the 5 mm/h rates for both durations (6 and 24 h). Flow for the sandy gravel
soil was generated at the Upstream 3 location for all rainfall rates but only for the scenarios where the initial
head was a surface elevation. The same was observed for all the common AEP rainfalls for this soil type
where ﬂow was generated in all the hydrograph locations but only for that initially fully saturated scenario.
The range of initial depth to GW in combination with precipitation had a greater inﬂuence on ﬂow
generation for the sand and sandy gravel soils where long‐duration‐low‐intensity precipitation events
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Figure 4. Simulated ﬂows at each hydrograph location for all simulations by precipitation scenario (x axis). Symbols
denote the soil type and different colors depict the hydrograph locations as shown in the map. Note that different
orientation for the markers of the sandy loam are used due to data aliasing (creating a “*” shape) on all but the 5 mm/h
precipitation rates. Summary table shows the total simulated ﬂows which is given as a percentage in parenthesis by soil
type and hydrograph location.

(i.e., 5 and 7 mm/h for 24 h) produced ﬂows for deeper initial GW heads. The deepest initial depth to GW
where ﬂow was simulated was 1.80 m for sand and 1.30 m for the sandy gravel, both in response to the 7
mm/h for 24 h precipitation. Conversely, the 19 mm/h for 1 h generated ﬂow only up to an initial GW
depth of 0.35 m for the sand, and no ﬂow was simulated for the sandy gravel for initial GW depths below
surface elevation. When ﬂow was simulated at a location for the sandy loam scenarios, it was simulated
for all the different initial GW head scenarios, with the exception of the 5 mm/h for 6 h and 5 mm/h for
24 h precipitation, where ﬂows were not simulated for initial GW heads below 0.10 and 0.45 m, respectively.
In terms of precipitation and considering total ﬂows as the summation of simulated ﬂows at each location,
the short‐duration‐high‐intensity applications produced the most ﬂows and the long‐duration‐low‐intensity
the least for the sand and sandy loam soil. The opposite was observed for the sandy gravel, where more ﬂow
events happened in response to the long‐duration‐low‐intensity 7 mm/h for 24 h precipitation.
4.2. Time to Flow
Soil type inﬂuenced the time it took for streamﬂow to occur at the different hydrograph locations. The simulations for the sandy loam soil resulted in the fastest times to ﬂow, followed by the sandy soil, and the longest
times were simulated for the sandy gravel (Figure 5). Similarly, short‐duration‐high‐intensity (1 h duration)
rainfall events took the shortest time to produce ﬂow among soils and locations and the long‐duration‐low‐
intensity rainfalls (24 h duration) the longest time. The relationship between time to ﬂow and initial depth to
GW was exponential for the sandy loam soil and logarithmic for the sand and sandy gravel soils.
In terms of location, ﬂow generally occurred ﬁrst at the outlet; we observed an increasing time lag for ﬂow
generation at the upstream locations, with the exception of the rare and extreme 1 h events for the sandy
loam where ﬂow was simulated at the Upstream 2 location a few seconds to a few minutes before the
Upstream 1 location. The time lag magnitude varied greatly among soils. Time lags were largest for the sandy
soil simulations with time differences up to 50 h and the shortest for the sandy loam scenarios where the
maximum time lag was 7 h. Among precipitation scenarios, time lags were larger for the smaller precipitation rates (50% AEP) and shorter for the rare and extreme rates within each duration group (1, 6, and 24 h).
4.3. Dominant Flow Generation Mechanism: Cluster Analysis
The cluster analysis grouped the simulated ﬂows into three clusters. This allowed us to identify the
partitioning of the contributing HMC fractions to determine dominant ﬂow generation mechanisms at the
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Figure 5. Time to ﬂow (log scale) versus depth to groundwater (GW) for all soils (depicted in different colors), precipitation rates (different markers), and hydrograph node locations (subplots a–d).

threshold of streamﬂow generation for each cluster. We observed a distinctive dominant mechanism for
each cluster that was consistent across all hydrograph node locations (Figure 6). SE‐OF, referred as
Dunne overland ﬂow, from both the river and hillslope areas was the dominant mechanism for Cluster 1
(Figures 6c–6f), accounting on average, for over 80% of the ﬂow. Cluster 2 had three major HMC
contributing components, all occurring directly in the riverine area (Figures 6b–6e). In order of
contribution from high to low, the components are IF originated from unsaturated areas (UNSAT‐IF),
pre‐event GW, and Dunne overland ﬂow. The dominant mechanism for Cluster 3 was IE‐OF, referred as
Horton overland ﬂow, occurring both at the ﬂoodplain and riverine areas and contributing on average for
over 98% of the ﬂow (Figures 6a–6d).
The simulated ﬂows were replotted by soil type and color coded using the results from the cluster analysis.
This yielded a distinct cluster group and hence a dominant ﬂow generation mechanism, for each soil type
(Figure 7). The dominant mechanism for the sandy loam soil was Horton overland ﬂow (Figures 7a–7d),
while Dunne overland ﬂow dominated ﬂow generation for the sandy soil (Figures 7c–7f), and subsurface
ﬂow from unsaturated areas was the major contributor for the sandy gravel soil (Figures 7b–7e). A few
exceptions are noted for scenarios of the sandy gravel and sandy loam soils with shallow initial GW depths
where Dunne overland ﬂow was dominant.
4.4. Active Areas
The smallest spatial extents of active areas at the time of runoff initiation were simulated for the sandy soil
scenarios, while the smallest extents at the time to ﬂow at the outlet resulted for the sandy gravel simulations
(Figure 8). The development of active areas for the sandy loam occurred uniformly across the entire surface
domain (100% catchment became active) and remained constant from runoff initiation until the onset
of ﬂow.
The development of active areas for the sandy soil simulations was considerably different among the precipitation scenarios. At the time of runoff initiation, the extent of active areas ranged from 42 m2 (≈4%) to less
than 1 m2 (≈0.1%) for the short‐duration‐high‐intensity (69 mm/h for 1 h) to the long‐duration‐low‐intensity
(7 mm/h for 24 h), respectively. The opposite trend was observed for the spatial extent at the onset of ﬂow
where the largest active areas corresponded to the long‐duration‐low‐intensity scenarios. The extent of
active areas from long‐duration‐low‐intensity to short‐duration‐high‐intensity precipitations were 487 m2
(≈46%), 287 m2 (≈27%), and 206 m2 (≈19%). The development of the ﬁrst active areas for this soil type
was restricted to the riverine area. However, by the time ﬂow was generated at the outlet, the active areas
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Figure 6. Composition and distribution of streamﬂow generation mechanisms by their contribution (fraction of ﬂow) at
the onset of ﬂow for the Upstream 1 (a–c) and outlet (d–f) locations for each cluster. The area within the boxplots represents the interquartile range (25th–75th percentile), the median is shown in red. The whiskers indicate the min‐max
values that are within 1.5 of the interquartile range; values outside of the whiskers are considered outliers (represented by
the “+” symbols). Dominant mechanisms are highlighted with a different background color for each cluster.

extended to the adjacent hillslope anywhere from 1 m to the full extent of the model boundaries in the
midlower parts of the catchment.
For the sandy gravel, the development of active areas differed at the time of runoff initiation, however, the
extent at the onset of ﬂow was similar among the different precipitation scenarios. The active extent at runoff
initiation ranged from 68 m2 (≈6%) to 21 m2 (≈2%), and the largest active area was shown for the short‐duration‐high‐intensity precipitation. At the onset of ﬂow, the average extent of active areas was 81 m2 (≈7%).
The active area extent for these scenarios was consistently restricted to the river zone.
The development of the ﬁrst active areas in the catchment occurred within the ﬁrst precipitation application
for all the sandy loam scenarios, whereas for the sand and sandy gravel soils, the ﬁrst active areas developed
in response to the last application. The time lags between the development of active areas until ﬂow was
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Figure 7. Time to ﬂow (log scale) versus initial depth to groundwater (GW) for each soil showing the dominant mechanisms as per their cluster classiﬁcation shown in different colors for the Upstream 1 (a–c) and outlet (d–f) locations.

observed at the outlet (i.e., from runoff initiation to ﬂow at the outlet) were generally shorter for the sandy
loam and longest for the sandy soil scenarios. The shorter lags among precipitations were shown mostly for
the short‐duration‐high‐intensity precipitations and the longest for the long‐duration‐low‐intensity
scenarios. Time lags from long duration low intensity to short duration high intensity precipitations
ranged from 11.7 to 0.3 h for the sand; 2.4 to 1.2 h for the sandy gravel; and 3 to 0.2 h for the sandy loam.
Dominant ﬂow generation processes across the active areas at both runoff initiation and at the time to ﬂow
at the outlet were overall consistent to those identiﬁed as the main contributors of streamﬂow generation at
the threshold of ﬂow for all soil types (Figure 8). A few exceptions were noted for the sandy gravel soil, where
in‐stream Dunne overland ﬂow accounted for over 90% of the active areas for the 69 mm/h precipitation and
roughly for 50% for the 16 mm/h scenario at the time of runoff initiation. However, within an hour, over 90%
of the active area was dominated by IF from the unsaturated riverine area in both scenarios.
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Figure 8. Development and spatial extent of active areas by their dominant HMC component from runoff initiation
(development of ﬁrst active areas) to onset of streamﬂow at the outlet location. Times and the spatial extent as percentage of the catchment area, is shown below the snapshots. Colors show both the dominant process and the origin of the
water contributing to the ﬂow in each cell. For example, all green areas are from water originating at the river by the
Dunne mechanism (some of which can contribute to active areas in the river banks).

The thresholds for the development of the ﬁrst active areas in the catchment varied mostly among soils. For
the sandy loam, the almost immediate activation by the Horton overland mechanism occurred solely due to
the precipitation rate exceeding the inﬁltration capacity of the soil. For both the sand and sandy gravel scenarios, the activation of areas by the Dunne mechanism occurred in response to the gradual rise in GW levels
which resulted in the subsurface saturation to build up until intersecting the surface (Figure 9). Similarly,

Figure 9. Slices of the subsurface domain at three of the hydrograph locations showing a snapshot of the saturation (top
row) and groundwater level (bottom row) at time of runoff initiation (development of ﬁrst active areas) for each soil for
one of the precipitation scenarios.
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the development of active areas for the sandy gravel scenarios by IF originating from unsaturated parts of the
riverine area occurred in response to GW levels rising and connecting to the river.
An important observation was the markedly different unsaturated storage dynamics in the sand and sandy
gravel scenarios which impacted the spatial extent, dominant processes, and thresholds of activation. The
increase in GW levels for the sandy soil occurred faster along the river resulting in GW mounding in the riverine area (Figure 9). The mounding effect promoted the increase of the soil saturation around the river
which controlled the threshold for the initiation of the ﬁrst active areas by the Dunne mechanism and subsequent streamﬂow generation. Conversely, the GW rise in the sandy gravel developed uniformly across the
catchment allowing the river to develop into a gaining state where inﬁltrated water moving as IF discharged
into the stream. Changes in the saturation and GW level from the start of the simulation until runoff initiation were minimal for the sandy loam due to the fast response given by the Horton overland ﬂow mechanism.

5. Discussion
The goals of this study were to provide insight into the main factors controlling the threshold behavior of
streamﬂow generation in IRES by analyzing the development and spatial extent of active areas and determining the dominant ﬂow generation mechanisms. The effects of initial depth to GW, soil hydraulic properties, and different precipitation scenarios were investigated to assess how they impact streamﬂow onset on
IRES in low‐gradient catchments in Mediterranean climates.
5.1. Streamﬂow Generation Major Controls and Dominant Processes
The results of the simpliﬁed simulation scenarios presented here showed that soil type is a key control on
streamﬂow generation and is the major factor determining the development and spatial extent of active
areas by a given ﬂow generation mechanism and the contributing processes at the threshold of ﬂow generation (Figure 6). The importance of soil type in streamﬂow onset is consistent with previous work by Mirus
and Loague (2013), who quantitatively showed that hydraulic conductivity is a leading factor in runoff generation. In this study, we gain further insight on the extent to which soil properties dictate the development
and spatial extent of active areas and the contributing processes for ﬂow generation.
This is a major step toward understanding the thresholds of ﬂow generation by different ﬂow generation
mechanisms and the effects other controls have on such thresholds for IRES. For instance, as expected,
we observed that initial depth to GW was not a deﬁning factor in the threshold of ﬂow generation when
the dominant mechanism was Horton overland ﬂow (sandy loam soil scenarios). Conversely, the cutoffs
on streamﬂow generation after a given initial GW depth for scenarios dominated by Dunne and IF mechanisms (sandy and sandy gravel soils), indicated that in such scenarios GW depth is a key constraint for streamﬂow generation (Figure 5). Furthermore, the results showed that the unsaturated storage dynamics, as
observed by the response of the GW levels, helped explain the spatial extent of active areas, dominant processes, and thresholds of activation for the sand and sandy gravel soils. These results are consistent with previous studies which found that unsaturated storage dynamics largely dictate the processes by which runoff is
generated (Mirus & Loague, 2013; Smith & Hebbert, 1983; Vanderkwaak & Loague, 2001).
The linear decrease in simulated ﬂows by hydrograph location from the outlet to the top of the catchment for
the sand and sandy gravel soils was the result of the catchment topography due to differences in the
impermeable basal boundary depth across the domain. With the impermeable boundary depth increasing
from the outlet toward the top of the catchment, the initial depth to GW, and therefore the soil water storage,
was greater at the upstream locations. The decrease in ﬂows by hydrograph location reconﬁrmed our observation that unsaturated storage dynamics are major controls for ﬂow generation when the dominant generation mechanisms are Dunnian and IF. Depth to a low‐permeable bedrock or soil layer is known to be an
important feature controlling hydrological processes (Shangguan et al., 2017). Several studies have shown
the inﬂuence of bedrock geology as a major contributor of streamﬂow generation through subsurface processes (Huntington & Niswonger, 2012), and other studies have shown that contrasting soil layers and soil
heterogeneity can promote subsurface storm ﬂow by restricting vertical ﬂow and favoring the development
of a perched aquifer (Maxwell & Kollet, 2008; Smith & Hebbert, 1983). The importance of unsaturated ﬂow
dynamics are stressed by Mirus and Loague (2013) as their results showed that contrast among soil layers is a
critical control on the threshold of runoff generation. Moreover, several studies mention the relevance of the
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underlying geologic structure in water storage and permeability, which controls not only the wetting but also
the drying thresholds in stream length dynamics (Godsey & Kirchner, 2014; Jensen et al., 2017; Ward et al.,
2018). Saft et al. (2016) found that soil depth was related to shifts in the rainfall‐runoff response and pointed
out that deeper soils with larger soil water capacity might need more time to respond. For the case of the
sandy loam, where the dominant ﬂow generation mechanism was Horton overland ﬂow, we attribute the
decrease in observed ﬂows to the reduction in the catchment area with potential to contribute overland ﬂow
at the upstream locations.
Understanding the impacts of unsaturated storage dynamics for streamﬂow generation is of particular relevance for IRES, where water table depths can range from a couple of meters to tens of meters, and where GW
decline is a constant risk due to overextraction of GW and the cumulative impact from prolonged droughts.
Our results suggest that impacts of GW declines in streamﬂow generation would be larger in IRES dominated by Dunne and subsurface processes. Several studies have shown the impacts of GW level declines
and changes in catchment storage in reducing runoff, affecting the stream‐aquifer interactions, and potentially changing long term watershed dynamics (Falke et al., 2011; Saft et al., 2016; Vivoni et al., 2007). Our
results reafﬁrm the need to understand unsaturated ﬂow dynamics and storage controls from soil stratigraphy and geologic settings in order to understand streamﬂow generation in IRES.
As expected, extreme precipitation intensities (0.2% AEP) within each application duration generated the
maximum number of ﬂows simulated for all soils (Figure 2). However, comparisons among all the application rates within the three duration blocks, show that not only the total application depth, but how the precipitation occurs (intensity and duration), is important for streamﬂow generation in IRES. When comparing
the number of simulated ﬂow events by total application amount among common precipitations intensities
(50% AEP), we observed the most streamﬂow events simulated for the 1 h duration, which also has the lowest total application (56 mm); conversely, with more than double the total amount for the 24 h duration (122
mm), only four simulations generated ﬂow under this application rate. Moreover, we observed that the effect
of precipitation rate and application duration on ﬂow generation differed among soils and hence among different ﬂow generation mechanisms. Results for the sandy loam (Hortonian ﬂow) showed that precipitation
intensity is more important to predict ﬂow than the total amount, whereas for the sand and sandy gravel
(Dunnian and subsurface ﬂow), the long‐duration‐low‐intensity applications generated ﬂows for more simulations (deeper initial GW depths). These results are consistent with other studies that have shown that precipitation intensity inﬂuences the overall catchment hydrologic response. For instance, Park et al. (2011)
simulated a decrease in subsurface ﬂow contributions with increasing precipitation intensity, and Thomas
et al. (2016) identiﬁed signiﬁcant changes in the recharge‐precipitation ratio with decreasing precipitation
intensity. Moreover, in a concept‐development simulation, Loague et al. (2010) directly linked the generation of Dunnian ﬂow to precipitation rates on saturated areas. The impacts of precipitation rates on ﬂow generation are an important consideration for IRES as it is widely recognized that climate change is likely to
affect not only the variance of the total precipitation amount but also the precipitation characteristics
(Dore, 2005; Guilbert et al., 2015; Huntington & Niswonger, 2012; Trenberth et al., 2003). Our results reafﬁrm one of the major concerns regarding the high vulnerability of IRES to climate change associated not
only to rising temperatures but also to changes in precipitation patterns (Chiu et al., 2017).
5.2. Threshold of Time to Flow
The threshold of time to ﬂow (when ﬂow was detected at a hydrograph location) for the different initial GW
heads was also largely affected by the development of active areas and dominant ﬂow generation mechanism
given by the soil type, in combination with the rainfall rate. As anticipated, the higher precipitation rates
showed the fastest times to ﬂow, and the lower rates took longer for ﬂow to be generated. This trend of time
to ﬂow versus precipitation rates was consistent among soils (Figure 3). However, the time lag for decreasing
initial GW depth and among hydrograph locations was signiﬁcantly different among soils (Figure 6) and was
explained by the dominant ﬂow generation mechanisms. The time lags for the sandy loam dominated by
Hortonian ﬂow were minimal (within minutes to hours for most application rates), and most ﬂows occurred
in response to the ﬁrst precipitation application resulting from precipitation rates exceeding inﬁltration
capacity. The opposite was observed for the sand and sandy gravel scenarios dominated by Dunnian and
IF mechanisms, respectively, where time lags ranged from 2 to 5 days for the deeper initial GW depths
and 1 to 2 days among the hydrograph nodes. For these soils, the variability of soil water content and the
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position and development of the water table was the major factor inﬂuencing the time (and hence the
amount of water needed) for ﬂow to be generated. The increasing time lags on time to ﬂow by hydrograph
location from the outlet to the top of the catchment for the sand and sandy gravel soils are explained by the
unsaturated storage dynamics discussed in the previous section.
5.3. Active Areas Development and Spatial Extent
Results from the active areas analysis demonstrated the underlying processes contributing to the threshold
of runoff initiation and subsequent streamﬂow generation. The importance of the areas contributing to
streamﬂow (source areas) has been discussed extensively in traditional streamﬂow generation studies
(Betson, 1964; Cappus, 1960; Dunne & Black, 1970; Hewlett & Hibbert, 1967; Ragan, 1968). Concepts arising
from these studies, such as the “variable source area,” revolutionized the efforts to understand streamﬂow
generation processes. However, as previously mentioned, traditional studies were developed for perennial
systems where the presence of a saturated area within the catchment (the baseﬂow contribution) is inherently present or assumed. Moreover, it has been recognized that to better understand the spatiotemporal
variability controlling catchment dynamics, we need to re‐evaluate the validity of the “variable source area”
concept (Ambroise, 2004). Ambroise addressed this by introducing the concepts of variably “active” and
“contributing” areas to differentiate the areas where processes are occurring (are active) at a given time
and point in space but that do not necessarily contribute to the hydrological output at another point of interest, to areas that are both active and effectively contributing to ﬂow at a given time and space. While the
active and contributing processes might be the same in small‐scale systems (i.e., at the hillslope scale) for
larger scale studies, and particularly in areas with signiﬁcant ﬂow depletion and retention processes, this distinction is necessary (Partington et al., 2013). This is particularly relevant for IRES where high inﬁltration
and transmission losses are common, as well as ET losses in arid and semiarid regions (Levick et al., 2008;
Shanaﬁeld & Cook, 2014; Snelder et al., 2013). Therefore, the understanding of how active areas develop
within in a catchment and the processes involved in their progression before contributing to streamﬂow is
essential to understand streamﬂow generation in IRES. Although in this study we were not able to differentiate between active and contributing areas, our results offer an initial insight to understand the development
of active areas under a given dominant ﬂow generation mechanism and the contributing processes at the
threshold of ﬂow for a range of scenarios pertaining to low‐gradient catchments in Mediterranean climates
under idealized soil properties conditions. By analyzing the progression of the active areas and their dominant generation mechanisms, we were able to identify the underlying hydrological processes that explained
how certain thresholds were reached for both runoff initiation and the onset of streamﬂow.
5.4. Study Limitations and Future Work
As is the case for all theoretical models, these simulations present a simpliﬁed version of what we recognize
are complex and diverse natural systems. Nevertheless, similar simpliﬁed and idealized approaches have
proven useful as “diagnostic tools” to provide insight into “threshold processes” in hydrological research
(Ward et al., 2018; Zehe & Sivapalan, 2009), to emphasize the effects of a given parameter on runoff processes
(Frei et al., 2010; Maxwell & Kollet, 2008; Meyerhoff & Maxwell, 2011), and as an alternative approach for
improving process conceptualization in general (Hopp & McDonnell, 2009).
IRES occur all around the world, from humid temperate climates, to arid and Mediterranean ones; and from
small headwater streams to major rivers. In these simulations, we have focused on parameters that would be
appropriate to low‐gradient catchments in Mediterranean climates with weathered geology, therefore, the
initial conditions and GW levels might not be appropriate for IRES in humid climates and alpine systems,
such as are commonly found in western Europe and the United States. Moreover, with the aim of isolating
the effects of contrasting soil characteristics, rainfall types, and different initial GW depths on streamﬂow
generation and ﬁnd commonalities, we excluded the effects of soil heterogeneity, catchment topography,
and ET.
It results evident that the distinct inﬂuence of soil type on the active and contributing ﬂow generation
mechanisms and times to ﬂow were ampliﬁed by our simplifying assumption of soil homogeneity. While
this was an expected result, we recognize that soil heterogeneity is the predominant feature of natural systems, and we expect that in real catchments, the development of active areas and dominant processes would
be more complex and lead to more intricate interactions. For instance, results by Meyerhoff and Maxwell
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(2011) showed that Hortonian ﬂow was controlled by the degree of heterogeneity in the subsurface, while
Maxwell and Kollet (2008) indicated the development of shallow perching caused by the presence of low
hydraulic conductivity layers in the subsurface. Moreover, other studies have shown that under heterogeneous hydraulic conductivities, runoff is generated earlier and ﬂow durations are longer due the
delayed runoff response from areas with higher inﬁltration capacities (Ebel et al., 2016; Luce & Cundy,
1994; Smith & Hebbert, 1979). Although catchments in real scenarios are highly heterogeneous, often dominant soil types can be identiﬁed, and therefore, understanding the role of soil properties (mostly Ksat) on
streamﬂow generation under a given mechanism could be valuable. Further studies that explore the effects
of soil heterogeneity on the development of active areas would be extremely valuable, not only to understand
the thresholds of ﬂow generation, but to explain how the transition from ephemeral to intermittent ﬂow
occurs for certain IRES. Our results focused on the dominant mechanisms from catchment activation to
streamﬂow initiation, although other mechanisms may have also contributed to the catchment's response
at that or a later time. Future work on differentiating between active and contributing areas would be essential, especially for larger and more complex systems where depletion processes might play a more
critical role.
Future studies that include the impact of vegetation through ET on streamﬂow generation are necessary to
better represent system dynamics for arid and semiarid catchments where IRES are the most common feature. The impact of ET is especially important for areas where rainfall occurs during the summer months
such as the Sonoran and Chihuahuan Deserts in North America (Pierini et al., 2014), where ET demands
are high and exacerbate initial losses. Moreover, with precipitation and ﬂow regime shifts predicted by most
climate scenarios (Head et al., 2014; Trenberth et al., 2003), understanding the effects of ET on streamﬂow
generation is vital to predicting if and how climate change could affect streamﬂow generation in all IRES.
Lastly, understanding the effects of ET along with soil heterogeneity, would be necessary for looking at
the transition from ephemeral to intermittent streamﬂow that occurs in many arid systems, as well as for
assessing the risk of perennial systems becoming intermittent.
Another area for further research is the role of longer term precipitation patterns. Due to the high computational demand of this exercise, we limited the simulations to relatively short precipitation applications
within an overall short simulation period. A seasonal or even a multiyear simulation would be ideal to
explore the effect of the memory of the system, that is, how important a previous year's rainfall season
was to the next year threshold behavior for ﬂow generation.
Finally, future simulations should include a larger scale catchment to explore the variability in time and
space of ﬂow generation processes in IRES in more detail and also consider testing other catchment controls.
From the seminal paper on “drainage basin characteristics” by Horton (1932) to a recent work on the extension and contraction of stream networks by Prancevic and Kirchner (2019), the importance of topographic
controls on streamﬂow generation is well documented in the literature. Therefore, it is paramount for future
work to explore the effects of a range of topographic controls such as catchment shape, slope, mean soil
thickness, and contributing drainage area.

6. Conclusion
A concept‐development approach was used to explore the effect of a range of catchment and climatic
controls representative of low‐gradient Mediterranean IRES on the variability on the threshold of ﬂow
by determining the dominant ﬂow generation mechanisms and the development and spatial extent of
active areas. This approach was implemented through a physically based ISSHM in a well‐established
experimental catchment setup, allowing us to examine over 1,600 unique “hypothetical realities” to gain
insight into the hydrological processes that inﬂuence streamﬂow generation in IRES. Results from this
study showed the importance of soil properties for streamﬂow generation, particularly, for determining
the development and spatial extent of active areas and the dominant streamﬂow generation mechanisms. Understanding the extent to which soil properties dictate the dominant active and contributing
processes for streamﬂow generation is important not only to explain the threshold of ﬂow generation,
but how other controls such as depth to GW and different precipitations characteristics inﬂuence this
threshold. Furthermore, the results reafﬁrm the importance of unsaturated storage dynamics to explain
the thresholds and pathways of ﬂow. The insight gained from these results have important implications
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for understanding IRES. Our ﬁndings show the importance of considering soil type and depth to GW
when modeling or managing streamﬂows in low gradient, Mediterranean type IRES. In a broader sense,
these ﬁndings can aid management decisions when evaluating the vulnerability of a catchment dominated by a given mechanism to impacts from factors such as GW level declines, land use changes, soil
erosion, and shifts on precipitation patterns. Additionally, ﬂow generation mechanisms are key to
understand ﬂow pathways which highly inﬂuence ecosystems functions, water quality, and land surface
processes (Alexander et al., 2007; Freeze, 1974; Haria & Shand, 2004; Liu et al., 2008; Zimmer &
McGlynn, 2018). This is an initial step toward a more complete explanation of streamﬂow generation
for some IRES; future work should complement this study by expanding on the effects of other controls
for more complex and larger catchments.
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